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Abstract.We define a new class of integer partitions generalizing hyperbinary partitions. We
then utilize these partitions to provide a new, relatively simple formula for the number of bino-
mial coefficients in a particular row of Pascal’s triangle that are divisible by a fixed power of
a prime. Our formula specializes to a famous result due to N. J. Fine from 1947. Furthermore,
we demonstrate a connection between the binomial coefficients congruent to zero modulo a
fixed prime power and the so-called digital dominance orders on the natural numbers.

1. INTRODUCTION. A classic problem in combinatorial number theory asks, for
a fixed prime number p and a given integer n, how many binomial coefficients of the
form

(n
k

)
are divisible by p. We visualize this problem by shading Pascal’s triangle so

that an entry
(n
k

)
is unshaded (white) if it is not divisible by p and it is shaded (blue)

if it is divisible by p. For instance, the upper left image in Figure 1 shows the picture
for p = 2. Kung [10] appears to be the first author to include this type of image as a
method of visualizing Pascal’s triangle modulo a prime.

This question naturally extends to divisibility by a fixed prime power, pm, in Pascal’s
triangle. The remaining three images in Figure 1 show Pascal’s triangle reducedmodulo
4, 8, and 16, again where we shade the entries divisible by the appropriate power of 2.
Of course, the corresponding problem arising from these diagrams is to find a formula
for the number of shaded entries in a given row.

As luck would have it, the literature abounds with details about and formulas for this
quantity. Fine [7] utilizes Lucas’s theorem to enumerate the number of entries in row n
of Pascal’s triangle that are nonzero modulo p. Carlitz [3] gives recursive formulas and
generating functions for these counts when pm is fixed, and Everett [5] gives a closed
form for the functions introduced by Carlitz in terms of binary words. Furthermore,
Rowland [13] and Everett [6] give alternative interesting and efficient formulas for
computing the number of entries in row n of Pascal’s triangle congruent to 0 mod pm.
Finally, Spiegelhofer and Wallner [15] have recently answered a variety of questions
posed by Rowland [13]; the results in those papers can be seen as generalizations of
Fine’s result.

In the current note, we add another chapter to this saga by providing a formula
for the number of entries congruent to 0 mod pm in row n of Pascal’s triangle that
uses a certain family of integer partitions. Our connection between Pascal’s triangle,
these partitions, and the formula for the number of zero entries appears to have been
missed in the vast literature about Pascal’s triangle mod pm and requires only a simple,
relatively nontechnical proof. Moreover, our results can be interpreted in terms of a
family of partial orders defined on the natural numbers, which are known as base-p
digital dominance orders (see [1]).
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Figure 1. The first 64 rows of Pascal’s triangle, where unshaded (white) entries correspond to binomial coef-
ficients not congruent to 0 modulo 2, 4, 8, and 16 (clockwise from the top left).

We also note that readers wanting to investigate Pascal’s triangle modulo prime pow-
ers should start with surveys by Granville [8] and Singmaster [14].

2. PRELIMINARIES AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT. Recall that
for any b ∈ N with b ≥ 2 we can write each natural number using its base-b represen-
tation n =

∑k
i=0 nib

i, where 0 ≤ ni < b and nk ̸= 0. We will denote the base-b repre-
sentation of a number as a finite list written in order from the least significant to most
significant digit, i.e., n = (n0, n1, . . . , nk)b. For ease of notation we assume ni is 0 when
i > k, which allows us to append zeroes to the end of the representation, if necessary.

We also define the set of super b-ary partitions of n, denoted Sb(n), to be the set
of integer partitions of n such that each part is a power of b and each power of b ap-
pears at most 2(b− 1) times. Any super b-ary partition of n can be represented as a list
h = [h0, h1, . . . , hk]b, where hi represents the number of parts of size bi; in particular,
this means that 0 ≤ hi ≤ 2(b− 1) for all i and n =

∑k
i=0 hi · bi. For example, Figure 2

shows the eight super 2-ary partitions (often called hyperbinary partitions1) of n = 20
that make up the set S2(20), represented both as partitions and as lists.

1 The notion of a hyper b-ary partition already exists in the literature (see [2, 4, 12] and the references there).
A hyper b-ary partition of a number n is a partition of n into parts whose sizes are powers of b and such that
each power of b appears at most b times. For each prime except 2, hyper b-ary partitions are different from what
we call super b-ary partitions here.
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Figure 2. The set S2(20) containing the 8 hyperbinary partitions of 20 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 1)2.

Furthermore, we define the weight of the super b-ary partition h = [h0, h1, . . . , hk]b
of a number n = (n0, n1, . . . , nk)b to be

wt(h) := 1
b− 1

(∑
hi −

∑
ni

)
.

Figure 2 shows the weight of each hyperbinary partition of n.
The previous terminology allows us to state our main result. When b = p is prime

and m is any fixed nonnegative integer, we can use the super p-ary partitions of n to
enumerate the entries in row n of Pascal’s triangle that are divisible by pm but not pm+1.

Theorem 2.1. Let dn,pm be the number of entries of row n in Pascal’s triangle divisible
by pm but not divisible by pm+1. Then

dn,pm =
∑

h∈Sp(n)
wt(h)=m

k∏

i=0

(2 · min(hi, p− 1) − hi + 1) .

Of course, if we want the number of entries divisible by pm in row n of Pascal’s
triangle, we add up the values of dn,pℓ for ℓ ≥ m.

Corollary 2.2. The number of entries of row n in Pascal’s triangle divisible by pm is
given by the formula

∑

ℓ≥m
dn,pℓ =

∑

h∈Sp(n)
wt(h)≥m

k∏

i=0

(2 · min(hi, p− 1) − hi + 1) .

In the final section, we provide an interpretation of our results in terms of digital
dominance orders on the set of natural numbers, which in turn provides a proof of the
following corollary.

Corollary 2.3. Let dn,pm be the number of entries of row n in Pascal’s triangle divisible
by pm but not divisible by pm+1. Then

dn,pm =
∑

h∈Sp(n)
wt(h)=m

p−1∏

j=0

( j + 1)h( j) ·
2p−2∏

j=p

(2p− 1 − j)h( j),

where h( j) denotes the number of times j appears in the super p-ary partition h.
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There is only one super p-ary partition of weight 0, namely, the base-p representation
where hi ≤ p− 1 for all i. Thus, if we specialize Corollary 2.3 to the case m = 0, we
retrieve Fine’s result.

Corollary 2.4 (Fine [7]). Let p be prime. The number of nonzero entries in row
n = (n0, n1, . . . , nk)p of Pascal’s triangle modulo p is

∏k
i=0(ni + 1) =∏p−1

j=0 ( j + 1)n( j), where n( j) is the number of times j appears as a digit in
(n0, n1, . . . , nk)p.

3. BASE-b ARITHMETIC, CARRIES, AND SUPER b-ARY PARTITIONS. In
order to describe base-b arithmetic, we need to introduce our primary technical object:
a base-b carry sequence. For x, y ∈ N, the base-b carry sequence for x and y, denoted
ϵ
x,y,b
i , is defined recursively by

ϵ
x,y,b
i =

⌊
xi + yi + ϵi−1

b

⌋
, (3.1)

for all i ≥ 0, where we set ϵ
x,y,b
−1 = 0 by convention. Concretely, ϵ

x,y,b
i equals 1 if

xi + yi + ϵi−1 ≥ b, and it equals 0 otherwise. This corresponds to the familiar notion of
“carrying a 1” when we exceed the maximum allowable digit when adding two num-
bers place-by-place. When the base b and numbers x and y are all fixed, we will refer
to ϵ

x,y,b
i as ϵi. The base-b representation of the sum x+ y can be obtained from the

representations of x and y using the following formula:

(x+ y)i = xi + yi + ϵi−1 − bϵi. (3.2)

A famous theorem due to Kummer [9] explains the relevance of this system of arith-
metic to the binomial coefficients.

Theorem 3.1 (Kummer). Let x, y, p ∈ N with p prime. Then the exponent of the
largest power of p dividing

(x+y
x

)
is the sum of the carries when adding the base-p

representations of x and y.

Given x and y, we can use equation (3.1) to build the base-b carry sequence associ-
ated with x and y. If we turn this idea around by fixing n = (n0, n1, . . . , nk)b, we say a
binary list ϵ = (ϵ0, ϵ1, . . . , ϵk) is a valid base-b carry sequence for n if there exist two
integers x and y with x+ y = n such that ϵ = ϵx,y,b. We let Eb(n) denote the set of all
valid base-b carry sequences for n.

For example, we can compute E2(n), i.e., the set of valid base-2 carry sequences for
n. The following chart shows the cardinality of E2(n) for small values of n.

n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
|E2(n)| 1 1 2 1 3 2 3 1 4 3 5 2 5

For the listed values, the number of valid base-2 carry sequences matches a famous
sequence known as Stern’s diatomic sequence (A002487 in [11]), which satisfies the
recursion a(2q) = a(q) + a(q− 1) and a(2q+ 1) = a(q). In addition to providing a
method for enumerating the rational numbers (see [2]), Stern’s sequence counts the
super 2-ary partitions of n.

It turns out that a similar recurrence holds for the number of super b-ary partitions.
If n = b · q+ r with 0 ≤ r < b, and h = [h0, h1, . . . , hk]b is a super b-ary partition of
n, then h0 must equal either r or b+ r. However, when r = b− 1, b+ r = 2b− 1 is
not a possible value for h0, so we must have h0 = b− 1 in that case. Thus, we can
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construct the super b-ary partitions recursively as follows. Suppose n = b · q+ r; then
if 0 ≤ r < b− 1 we have

Sb(n) ={[r, h1, . . . , hk]b : [h1, . . . , hk]b ∈ Sb(q)}
∪ {[b+ r, h1, . . . , hk]b : [h1, . . . , hk]b ∈ Sb(q− 1)};

otherwise, if r = b− 1, then

Sb(n) = {[b− 1, h1, . . . , hk]b : [h1, . . . , hk]b ∈ Sb(q)}.

The previous observations provide the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2. Let Sb(n) denote the set of super b-ary representations of a number n.
Let n = b · q+ r with 0 ≤ r < b. Then

|Sb(n)| =
{
|Sb(q)| + |Sb(q− 1)| if r ̸= b− 1
|Sb(q)| if r = b− 1.

The sequence of the number of super b-ary partitions of n is only in the OEIS for
b = 2 [11, A002487] (which is the same as the hyperbinary partition sequence) and for
b = 3 [11, A117535]. As mentioned, this notion generalizes hyperbinary partitions in
a different way from hyper b-ary partitions.

Thus, we have verified that Stern’s diatomic sequence counts the cardinality of both
sets S2(n) and E2(n); this fact suggests that there is a bijection in general between the
sets Sb(n) and Eb(n). In order to verify this, for n ∈ N and ϵ ∈ Eb(n), we can build a
super b-ary partition fn(ϵ) := h = [h1, . . . , hk]b of n by defining

hi = ni + bϵi − ϵi−1. (3.3)

First, we must justify that fn(ϵ) is in fact a super b-ary partition of n. We note that

k∑

i=0

hi · bi =
k∑

i=0

(ni + bϵi − ϵi−1) · bi

=
k∑

i=0

ni · bi +
k∑

i=0

bi+1ϵi −
k∑

i=0

bi · ϵi−1

=
k∑

i=0

ni · bi + bk+1 · ϵk +
k−1∑

i=0

bi+1ϵi −
k−1∑

i=0

bi+1 · ϵi − b0 · ϵ−1

=
k∑

i=0

ni · bi = n.

To complete the proof that h is in fact a super b-ary partition of n, we must only verify
that 0 ≤ hi ≤ 2(b− 1) for all i. The following lemma shows us why this is true.

Lemma 3.3. Let n ∈ N, and let ϵ ∈ Eb(n). Then 0 ≤ ni + bϵi − ϵi−1 ≤ 2(b− 1) for
all i.

Proof. Since ϵ is a valid carry sequence for n, there exist x, y ∈ N such that x+ y = n
and ϵ = ϵx,y,b.Write x = (x0, x1, . . . , xk)b and y = (y0, y1, . . . , yk)b, appending zeros to
the end of either binary representation as necessary to ensure they have the same length.
From equation (3.2), we know that ni = xi + yi + ϵi−1 − bϵi so that ni + bϵi − ϵi−1 =
xi + yi. Since xi, yi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , b− 1}, it follows that 0 ≤ xi + yi ≤ 2(b− 1). !
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Proposition 3.4. Let b ∈ N with b ≥ 2, n ∈ N, and let fn : Eb(n) → Sb(n) be the func-
tion defined by fn(ϵ) := h = [h1, . . . , hk]b, where hi = ni + bϵi − ϵi−1 for all i. Then
fn is a bijection.

Proof. First, we show fn is injective. Let ϵ, ϵ′ ∈ Eb(n) be such that ϵ ̸= ϵ′.Wewill show
fn(ϵ) ̸= fn(ϵ′). Let fn(ϵ) = h = [h0, h1, . . . , hk]b and fn(ϵ′) = h′ = [h′

0, h
′
1, . . . , h

′
k]b.

Consider the smallest index i such that ϵi ̸= ϵ′
i . Note that i ≥ 0 since ϵ−1 = ϵ′

−1 = 0.
By definition, hi = ni + bϵi − ϵi−1 and h′

i = ni + bϵ′
i − ϵ′

i−1. By our choice of i,
ϵi−1 = ϵ′

i−1 but ϵi ̸= ϵ′
i . Thus hi ̸= h′

i so that h ̸= h′.
Next, we show fn is surjective. Let h = [h0, h1, . . . , hk]b be a super b-ary partition

of n. Define integers x = (x0, x1, . . . , xk)b and y = (y0, y1, . . . , yk)b by setting

xi = min(b− 1, hi) and yi = hi − min(b− 1, hi).

We note that xi and yi are, respectively, chosen to be the largest and smallest allowable
base-b digits such that xi + yi = hi.

Since xi + yi = hi for all i, it follows that

x+ y =
k∑

i=0

xi · bi +
k∑

i=0

yi · bi =
k∑

i=0

hi · bi = n.

Let ϵ = ϵx,y,b ∈ Eb(n). As in the proof of Lemma 3.3, ni + bϵi − ϵi−1 = xi + yi = hi
for all i. Thus fn(ϵ) = h, meaning fn is surjective. !

For n ∈ N, x = (x0, . . . , xk)b, and y = (y0, . . . , yk)b with x+ y = n, we can define
an operation "b by x"b y = [x0 + y0, . . . , xk + yk]b, so that x"b y is a super b-ary
partition of n; we can think of this super b-ary partition as being obtained from x
and y by adding the corresponding b-ary representations “without carries.” A closer
inspection of the proof of Proposition 3.4 reveals that x"b y = w "b z whenever
x+ y = n = w + z and ϵx,y,b = ϵw,z,b.

We finish this section with two interesting consequences, though only one will be
used in the next section. First, we note that the bijection between Sb(n) and Eb(n) im-
plies that the set Eb(n) can be constructed using a similar recurrence to the one given
for Sb(n) before Theorem 3.2. Second, and perhaps more important, the existence of
this bijection implies that we can use super b-ary partitions of n in place of valid base-
b carry sequences. In particular, we see that the weight of the super b-ary partition
h = [h0, h1, . . . , hk]b of n = (n0, n1, . . . , nk)2 given in Section 2,

wt(h) := 1
b− 1

(∑
hi −

∑
ni

)
,

is equal to the sum of the carries when adding any two integers x and y such that x+ y =
n and x"b y = h. In particular, we can restate Kummer’s theorem in terms of super p-
ary partitions when p is prime.

Theorem 3.5 (Kummer). Let p be prime and x, y ∈ N. The exponent of the largest
power of p dividing

(x+y
x

)
is wt(x"p y).

Remark 3.6. If h is a super b-ary partition of n, one can verify that wt(h) can be enu-
merated as #{i : hi > ni}, giving us an alternative method of computing the weight of
a super b-ary partition.
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4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT. If h is a super b-ary partition of n, we can
consider the set Ib(h) := {x ∈ N : x"b (n− x) = h}. We note that the collection
{Ib(h) : h ∈ Sb(n)} necessarily provides a partition of the set of integers {0, 1, . . . , n}.
The following lemma provides a criterion for an element x to belong to Ib(h).

Lemma 4.1. Let n, b ∈ N, and let h = [h0, h1, . . . , hk]b be a super b-ary partition of
n. Let x = (x0, x1, . . . , xk)b, appending zeros to the end if necessary. Then x ∈ Ib(h) if
and only if, for all i,

hi − min(b− 1, hi) ≤ xi ≤ min(b− 1, hi). (4.1)

Proof. Suppose first that x ∈ Ib(h). Let n− x = (y0, y1, . . . , yk)b. By definition, 0 ≤
xi ≤ b− 1 and 0 ≤ yi ≤ b− 1.

Since yi ≥ 0 and xi + yi = hi, it follows that xi ≤ hi. Thus xi ≤ b− 1 and xi ≤ hi,
so xi ≤ min(hi, b− 1). Similarly, yi ≤ min(hi, b− 1), and hence xi = hi − yi ≥ hi −
min(hi, b− 1). Thus equation (4.1) holds.

Conversely, suppose equation (4.1) holds. For each i, let zi = hi − xi. Since
xi ≤ min(b− 1, hi) ≤ hi, we see that zi ≥ 0. Similarly, the inequality hi − min(b−
1, hi) ≤ xi implies that hi − xi ≤ min(b− 1, hi) ≤ b− 1. Thus zi ≤ b− 1. Therefore,
0 ≤ zi ≤ b− 1 for all i, and hence (z0, . . . , zk)b is a valid base-b representation of some
number, z. Since xi + zi = hi for all i and h is a super b-ary partition of n, it follows that
x+ z = n. Thus x"b z = h and hence x ∈ Ib(h). !

Consequently, for a super b-ary partition h, the number of possible values that a
given digit xi can take on as x ranges over all members of Ip(h) is min(b− 1, hi) −
(hi − min(b− 1, hi)) + 1 = 2min(b− 1, hi) − hi + 1. Thus, we obtain the following
corollary.

Corollary 4.2. Let h = [h0, . . . , hk]b be a super b-ary partition of a number n. Then

|Ib(h)| =
k∏

i=0

(2min(b− 1, hi) − hi + 1). (4.2)

Finally, the proof of Theorem 2.1 now follows by Corollary 4.2 and Theorem 3.5,
along with the fact that {Ip(h) : h ∈ Sp(n)} forms a set partition of {0, 1, . . . , n}. In-
deed, by Theorem 2.1 the entries of row n of Pascal’s triangle divisible by pm but not
pm+1 correspond to those entries

(n
x

)
for which wt(x"p (n− x)) = m. The set of such

values for x can in turn be partitioned into sets Ip(h) as h ranges over all super p-ary
partitions of weight m, and the cardinalities of these sets are given by Corollary 4.2.

5. APPLICATIONSTODIGITALDOMINANCE. Weconclude by connecting our
results on super b-ary partitions to the so-called digital dominance order for base-b
representations. Let x, y ∈ N and write x = (x0, x1, . . . , xk)b and y = (y0, y1, . . . , yk)b,
appending zeros to the end of either representation (if necessary) to ensure they have
the same length. We say y dominates x in base b and write x ≪b y if xi ≤ yi for all i.

The order ≪b is a partial order on N called the base-p digital dominance order. We
write Db = (N, ≪b) to denote this poset. For a fixed number n ∈ N, we write Db(n) to
denote the restriction of the dominance partial order to the numbers {0, 1, . . . , n}. The
posets Db and Db(n) are graded and the rank function is given by the base-b sum of
digits function, i.e., if m = (m0,m1, . . . ,mk)b, then rkb(m) =

∑
mi.
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0 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0)2

4 = (0 , 0, 1, 0, 0)2 16 = ( 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)28 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0)22 = (0 , 1, 0, 0, 0)21 = (1 , 0, 0, 0, 0)2

20 = ( 0, 0, 1, 0, 1)26 = (0 , 1, 1, 0, 0) 29 = (1 , 0, 0, 1, 0)212 = ( 0, 0, 1, 1, 0)210 = ( 0, 1, 0, 1, 0)25 = (1 , 0, 1, 0, 0)218 = ( 0, 1, 0, 0, 1)217 = ( 1, 0, 0, 0, 1)23 = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0)2

15 = ( 1, 1, 1, 1, 0)2

11 = ( 1, 1, 0, 1, 0) 2 14 = ( 0, 1, 1, 1, 0)213 = ( 1, 0, 1, 1, 0)27 = (1 , 1, 1, 0, 0)219 = ( 1, 1, 0, 0, 1)2

Figure 3. The poset D2(20), partitioned according to hyperbinary partitions of n = 20.

Ball et al. [1] note that Lucas’s theorem implies that the set of entries in row n of
Pascal’s triangle not congruent to 0mod p is the same as the set of integers p-dominated
by n; this fact provides a connection between Fine’s result and the digital dominance
order. Our results from the previous sections allow us to discuss a connection between
other entries in Pascal’s triangle and intervals in the dominance order.

According to Lemma 4.1, if x ≪b y ≪b z and x, z ∈ Ib(h), then y ∈ Ib(h) as well.
Indeed, 0 ≤ xi ≤ yi ≤ zi ≤ b− 1 and 0 ≤ hi − zi ≤ hi − yi ≤ hi − xi ≤ b− 1 for all i.
Moreover, Ib(h) has a minimal and a maximal element under the base-b dominance
order. The maximal element is M := (M0,M1, . . . ,Mk)b, where Mi = min(hi, b− 1)
for all i, and the minimal element is m := (m0,m1, . . . ,mk)b, where mi = hi − min(hi,
b− 1) for all i. We thus have the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1. Let n, b ∈ N, and let h = [h0, h1, . . . , hk]b be a super b-ary partition of
n. Then (Ib(h), ≪b) forms an interval inDb(n). Moreover, the set of intervals {Ib(h) :
h ∈ Sb(n)} forms a set partition of Db(n).

For instance, Figure 3 illustrates D2(20), where the coloring indicates the partition
into subsets I2(h) as h ranges over all hyperbinary partitions of n = 20. Note that the
weight of the associated hyperbinary partition can be obtained by adding the sum of
digits of the maximal and minimal elements of the corresponding interval, subtracting
the sum of digits of n, and dividing by b− 1 (which is 1 in this case).
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As a consequence, we are able to give a concrete description of the rank generating
function for the poset (Db(n), ≪b).

Corollary 5.2. If h is a super b-ary partition of n, let h( j) denote the number of times
j appears in h, i.e., h( j) = #{i : hi = j}. Then the rank generating function forDb(n)
(with indeterminate t) is

n∑

m=0

trkb(m) =
∑

h∈Sb(n)

2b−2∏

j=0

⎛

⎝
min( j,b−1)∑

i= j−min( j,b−1)

ti

⎞

⎠
h( j)

=
∑

h∈Sb(n)

b−1∏

j=0

(1 + · · · + t j )h( j) ·
2b−2∏

j=b
(t j−b+1 + · · · + tb−1)h( j).

In particular, if we consider the case where b = p is prime and we let t = 1 in
Corollary 5.2, then Corollary 2.3 follows from Theorem 2.1.

We finish by making one final observation in the case that p = 2. In this case,
Corollary 5.2 implies that the hyperbinary partitions give a natural decomposition of
D2(n) into intervals, each of which is isomorphic to a Boolean lattice.

If we let n ∈ N and let h = [h0, h1, . . . , hk]2 be a hyperbinary partition of n, then we
note that an integer x = (x0, x1, . . . , xk)2 belongs to I2(h) if and only if xi = 1whenever
hi = 2 and xi = 0 whenever hi = 0. Otherwise, when hi = 1, xi may equal 0 or 1. Thus,
we have the additional consequence of Theorem 5.1 when b = 2.

Theorem 5.3. Let n ∈ N and let h be a hyperbinary representation of n. Then
(I2(h), ≪2) is isomorphic to a Boolean lattice on {i : hi = 1}.

Example 5.4. Let n = 20 and h = [2, 1, 2, 1, 0]2. Then x = (x0, x1, x2, x3, x4)2 ∈
I2(h), if and only if xi = 1 whenever hi = 2 and xi = 0 whenever hi = 0. Otherwise,
when hi = 1, we are free to decide whether xi = 0 or xi = 1. Thus,

I2(h) = {(1, 1, 1, 1, 0)2, (1, 1, 1, 0, 0)2, (1, 0, 1, 1, 0)2, (1, 0, 1, 0, 0)2}
= {15, 7, 13, 5}.

See Figure 3 to see that this is the interval that has been shaded in brown.
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